Q: Switch location of concrete bench? Could allow for a sunny area and more openness.
A: Bench location with back is an informal way to contain sand and keep it off the path and courts.
A: We will look at adding a bench on the fence side too, which will allow for those who like seating in the sun.

Q: Can entry landscape area be reduced?
A: Some is needed for grading, but we may be able to widen the opening at 19th ave.

Q: Will there be fencing by the swings? At some playgrounds kids get kicked in the head.
A: At this one, they are purposefully located in an oddly to doter running through.

Q: Why did the tot swings turn from 3 to 27?
A: The size of the lot zone is a sliding factor when you have a smaller site, we did ask line.
Q: Yes swings require a larger lot size than when the existent swings were installed.
A: We need to allow space for shade trees and also permeable area to meet stormwater requirements.
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Q: How will the staging/construction happen?
A: During construction the courts could be used. The decision will be determined later.

Q: Is the rock GFRIC?
A: Yes it is, which allows for a large rock and handholds built for the age group.

Q: Would you consider another climbing feature or is the rock the only option?
A: In the engagement process the community really liked the climbing wall.
Community A: Blue playground B and Fulton is a great example.

Bear looks like it is coming to life. Thank you for being playful and creative.

Q: Will there be landscape that provides privacy for adjacent residence?
A: Yes, a mixture of vines and screening plants.

Q: Why is this project taking so long? - We will work with the design team to get it finished as quickly as we can.

Q: What is the height of the fence?
A: The highest point could be where the basketball court is located.

Q: Is it necessary to have a fence in the area?
A: Many parents of tots really wanted the fences for safety.

Q: Is the planting lowered or raised?
A: Curb separates it and there is a bench as well that separates it.

YOUTH AREA (AGES 5-12)